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Today:  Secondary liability for trademark infringement

Key concepts from Class 19:

Legal rules and concepts as tools for problem solving.

Cybersquatting.

Trademarks as property.

First possession, its meanings and limitations.

Lanham Act and the UDRP: competing and complementary 

dispute resolution systems. 
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Secondary liability in TM law: back to TM law as tort law.
Contributory liability in tort: contributory tortfeasors are 
actors who materially contribute to a tort; all tortfeasors are 
usually jointly and severally liable. Successful claims usually 
require:
• supplying the instrument used to commit the tort
• some element of knowledge (intent to cause harm? 

reckless indifference to presence of harm? continuing 
conduct after notice of harm given?)
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Key role of insurance concepts in all of tort law:  
• At the appellate level/?s of law [motions to dismiss!]:  

policy considerations often favor imposing responsibility 
(maybe: no liability, maybe: liability) on the party (victim 
or tortfeasor(s)) that is in the better position to: (i) avoid 
the harm (take steps to change behavior/redesign the 
system and/or (ii) access resource to compensate 
victims of harm

• At the trial level/?s of fact [motions for summary 
judgment; trials]:  watch how stories dramatize claims 
for liability (or not)
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Ives, TM owner and drug producer, alleged that Inwood 
encouraged pharmacists to dispense generic equivalents of Ives’s 
previously-patented drug cyclandelate. Inwood’s capsules appeared 
identical to Ives’s capsules.

Key dicta:
A manufacturer or distributor is liable for contributory trademark 
infringement if it:
• Intentionally induces another to infringe a TM or
• Continues to supply its product to one whom it knows or has 

reason to know is engaging in trademark infringement.

Inwood Laboratories, Inc. v. Ives Laboratories, Inc. 
(U.S. 1982)
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“Dance hall” cases routinely impose vicarious liability (one 
tortfeasor liable for the acts of another, because of (i) a “control” 
relationship, regardless of knowledge, and (ii) the fact of a financial 
benefit to the vicarious party):
• Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. H.L. Green Co., 316 F.2d 304 (2d Cir. 
1963); Dreamland Ball Room, Inc. v. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., 36 
F.2d 354 (7th Cir. 1929)

“Landlord/tenant” cases routinely deny vicarious liability; the 
landlord usually has no power to control the tenant’s activity, and 
usually derives no $$$ benefit from the infringement:
• Deutsch v. Arnold, 98 F.2d 686 (2d Cir. 1938); Fromott v. Aeolina
Co., 254 F.2d 592 (S.D.N.Y. 1918).

Net, for contemporary trademark law:  Courts borrow from © and 
look to the degree of the defendant’s control over (what?)

From Inwood to the Internet:
Lessons from copyright and premises liability
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(i) Providing an instrument of infringement, while (ii) knowing that 
infringement is likely, leads to contributory liability. 

• A&M Records, Inc. v. General Audio Video Cassettes, Inc., 948 F. 
Supp. 1449 (C.D. Cal. 1996) (defendant liable for supplying "time-
loaded" cassettes to © infringers).

• Modern secondary liability landmarks in ©:

Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc. (U.S. 1984)Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc. (9th Cir. 1996)

From Inwood to the Internet
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Who bears the costs of policing the mark (and how)?

• Inwood Labs applies to suppliers of services, if the 
supplier exercises “direct control and monitoring of 
the instrumentality” used by the third party. 

• “Intentional inducement” not shown on these facts.  
• Did Ebay “continue to supply its product to one whom 

it knows or has reason to know is engaging in 
trademark infringement”?

• More than generalized knowledge is required; 
knowledge of specific instances is required.

• Analogy to Sony v. Universal: degrees of knowledge 
and control

• “Willful blindness” theory is plausible but not 
applicable.

Tiffany (NY) Inc. v. eBay, Inc. (2d Cir. 2010)
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eBay: VeRO

Amazon:  Project Zero (AI and law!)

Should these platform programs be 
mandatory (failure to police 
effectively = basis for trademark 
liability) or voluntary (trademark 
owners bear the burden of policing; 
no liability for failure to police)?
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